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INFORMATION
CONDITIONS OF SALE
2201 Main is being offered for sale without an asking price.
All investors should base their offer on an “as-is” condition of the property.
TRANSACTION TIMETABLE AND PROCEDURES
Financial Information: In order to expedite underwriting, A cash flow analysis with assumptions is included in this package. All other financial
data will be available to potential investors in the secure site.
PROPERTY TOURS
Available with advance notice through offer date.
OFFER DUE DATE
To Be Determined
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PROPERTY OVERVIEW
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION
Henry S. Miller’s Strategic Advisory Group is pleased to present this detailed proposal for exclusive representation
services of 2201 Main located in Downtown Dallas. This Class “B” office asset, approximately ±177,506 SF, features
a modern lobby area, security service, card key access, on-site deli, conference facilities, covered parking and off-site
monitoring after hours.

PROPERTY SUMMARY
Location

2201 Main Street, Dallas, TX 75201

County

Dallas County

Year Built

1959

Year Renovated

1984/2014

Floors

14 Floors

Building Size

±177,506 Square Feet

Net Rentable SF

±147,168 Square Feet

Occupancy

Approximately 75%

Parking

1.88/1,000

Garage

±64,200 Square Feet

Land Area

±1.47 Acres (Includes Adjacent Parking Lot)

Submarket

Dallas Central Business District
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PROPERTY OVERVIEW
PROPERTY HIGHLIGHTS
Prestigious Dallas Central Business District Address
Spectacular Views
Single-Person, Large Executive and Guest Offices Available
Tenant Conference Facilities Available for Use
On-Site Café
24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week Access with Full Time Security
Convenient Location Near Major Freeways
Outside Lot and Covered Garage with Plentiful Parking with Code Access

NOTICE & DISCLAIMER: The enclosed information is from sources believed to be reliable, but Younger Partners, LLC. has not verified the accuracy of the information. Younger Partners,
LLC. makes no guarantee, warranty or representation as to the information, and assumes no responsibility for any error, omission or inaccuracy. The information is subject to the possibility
of errors, omissions, changes of condition, including price or rental, or withdrawal without notice. Any projections, assumptions or estimates are for illustrative purposes only. Recipients
should conduct their own investigation.
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PROPERTY OVERVIEW
BUILDING SUMMARY
Constructed in 1959, 2201 Main is comprised of a 14-story, Class B office building, seven-level parking
garage, as well as an outdoor parking lot. There are 186 parking spaces in the secured ±64,200 Square Foot
garage and nearly 100 outdoor parking spaces. The Property’s overall parking ratio is 1.88/1,000 RSF.
Renovated in 1984, the Property also experienced a 2014 renovation with an updated lobby featuring a
two-story beautiful marbled lobby at the front entrance, updated conference rooms, and an updated parking
garage roof.
The ±177,506 Square Foot 2201 Main also features security service, card key access, on-site deli, conference
facilities, covered parking and off-site monitoring after hours.
LOCATION
2201 Main sits on a 1.7 acre site (±63,881 Square Feet) located directly east of U.S. Route 75. The Property
is positioned at the North East Corner of Main Street and South Cesar Chavez Boulevard in Dallas, Texas.
The Property occupies one city block in the heart of the Dallas Central Business District and features
immediate access to U.S. Highway 75, Interstate 30 , Woodall Rodgers Freeway as well as convenient access
to surrounding thoroughfares Interstate 35, Interstate 45, and The Dallas North Tollway.
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PROPERTY OVERVIEW
PROPERTY IMAGES
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PROPERTY IMAGES
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PROPERTY OVERVIEW
AERIAL OVERVIEW

2201 MAIN
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PROPERTY OVERVIEW
AERIAL OVERVIEW

2201 MAIN
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PROPERTY OVERVIEW
AERIAL OVERVIEW
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MARKET OVERVIEW
SUBMARKET HIGHLIGHTS
IDEAL LOCTION FOR:
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
Downtown Dallas is home to more corporate and regional headquarters than any other North Texas location
and stands alone with its high profile location.
YOUNG PROFESSIONALS
Dynamic downtown environment provides a recruiting lure for younger talent attracted to the proximity of
entertainment, recreation and transportation options.
BACK-OFFICE OPERATIONS
Companies seeking large B & C class office space and quality mass-transit access.

MAJOR HEADQUARTERS

RECENT RELOCATIONS

AT&T
Comerica Bank
Oncor
Hunt Consolidated Oil
Neiman Marcus
Belo
Tenet Healthcare

Grant Thornton
Invesco
Santander
Tech Wildcatters
Health Wildcatters
Jacobs Engineering

NOTICE & DISCLAIMER: The enclosed information is from sources believed to be reliable, but Younger Partners, LLC. has not verified the accuracy of the information. Younger Partners,
LLC. makes no guarantee, warranty or representation as to the information, and assumes no responsibility for any error, omission or inaccuracy. The information is subject to the possibility
of errors, omissions, changes of condition, including price or rental, or withdrawal without notice. Any projections, assumptions or estimates are for illustrative purposes only. Recipients
should conduct their own investigation.
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SUBMARKET HIGHLIGHTS
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MARKET OVERVIEW
SUBMARKET HIGHLIGHTS
DALLAS AREA RAPID TRANSIT (DART)
The Dallas Area Rapid Transit authority (or DART) is a transit agency based in Dallas, Texas. It operates buses,
light rail, commuter rail, and high-occupancy vehicle lanes in Dallas and 12 of its suburbs. With the extension of
the Orange Line to DFW Airport station at DFW Airport on August 18, 2014, DART is the largest light rail
operator in the United States, with 90 miles (144.8 km) of track.
RIDERSHIP
Average daily ridership for DART has been in the vicinity of 200,000 riders per day over the last couple
decades. In the 1st quarter of 1998, DART's weekday ridership averaged 211,000 riders per day system-wide.
Total ridership numbers have risen and fallen since then; total ridership, including Trinity Railway Express
ridership, has been as high as 248,500 average weekday riders in the 3rd quarter of 2008, and as low as
194,700 average weekday riders in the 1st quarter of 2010. However, after a year-long study in 2012 that
counted passenger counts through both the existing manual method and a new automated counting system,
DART concluded that it has been underreporting rail ridership by more than 15 percent each year. In the 4th
quarter of 2012, DART reported total ridership of 252,900 weekday riders on average. In the fourth quarter
of 2014, DART reported that total ridership had declined to 233,900 weekday riders.

NOTICE & DISCLAIMER: The enclosed information is from sources believed to be reliable, but Younger Partners, LLC. has not verified the accuracy of the information. Younger Partners,
LLC. makes no guarantee, warranty or representation as to the information, and assumes no responsibility for any error, omission or inaccuracy. The information is subject to the possibility
of errors, omissions, changes of condition, including price or rental, or withdrawal without notice. Any projections, assumptions or estimates are for illustrative purposes only. Recipients
should conduct their own investigation.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
SUBMARKET HIGHLIGHTS
DART reported the following ridership numbers in the
4th quarter of 2012:
Bus: 136,500 average weekday riders
Light rail: 103,100 average weekday riders
Trinity Railway Express: 7,300 average weekday riders
On-Call: 2,000 average weekday riders
Vanpool: 4,000 average weekday riders
4th quarter of 2014 ridership numbers:
Bus: 126,300 average weekday riders
DART Light Rail: 101,800 average weekday riders (down
from 2012 in spite of having added trackage and stations
to the system
DART TRE: 8,200 average weekday riders
On-Call: 2,600 average weekday riders
Vanpool: 3,200 average weekday riders
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MARKET OVERVIEW
SUBMARKET HIGHLIGHTS
DALLAS PEDESTRIAN NETWORK
Built in 2011, The Dallas Pedestrian Network is a collection of tunnel and skywalk segments connecting
professional offices, hotels, residences and attractions in the heart of downtown Dallas (across 36 city blocks).
Referred to locally as the “tunnels,” the system was built organically over several decades, and is privately
operated with a small portion owned by the City of Dallas.
01 Bank of America Plaza
Garage
02 Bank of America Plaza
03 One Main Place
04 1217 Main
05 Davis Building
06 Metropolitan Garage
10 Homewood Suites
11 Renaissance Tower
10 Renaissance Tower
Garage
11 Elm Place
12 1505 Elm
13 Tower Garage
14 1600 Pacific
15 Thanksgiving Tower
16 1700 Pacific
17 Tower Petroleum
Building
18 Corrigan Tower
24 Pacific Place
25 Comerica Bank Tower
21 1900 Elm
22 Universities Center at
Dallas 23 Majestic Garage
24 Hotel Indigo
25 Elm Street Garage

26 Thanks-Giving Square
27 Republic Center
28 Energy Plaza
29 Houseman Building
30 Spurgeon Harris
Garage
31 505 North Ervay
39 Ross Tower
40 First Baptist Church
34 Ross Avenue Garage
35 Fairmont Hotel
45 Fountain Place
46 One Dallas Center
38 Hartford Building
39 One Dallas Center
Garage 40 Bryan Tower
41 Sheraton Conference
Center 42 Sheraton Dallas
Hotel
43 KPMG Centre
44 Bryan Tower Garage
45 Plaza of the Americas
46 Univision Center
Garage
47 Univision Center
48 Chase Tower
49 2100 Ross Avenue

NOTICE & DISCLAIMER: The enclosed information is from sources believed to be reliable, but Younger Partners, LLC. has not verified the accuracy of the information. Younger Partners,
LLC. makes no guarantee, warranty or representation as to the information, and assumes no responsibility for any error, omission or inaccuracy. The information is subject to the possibility
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MARKET OVERVIEW
SUBMARKET HIGHLIGHTS
DOWNTOWN PARKS OVERVIEW
Parks for Downtown Dallas (PDD) committed $35 M in matching funds for 2017 Bond Program. Four
Priority Parks include:
1. Carpenter Park – Design Development Phase expected to cost $930,000 (including Robert Irwin’s
Portal Piece Renovation).
2. Harwood Park – PDD owns 85% of site with $10 M invested on land acquisitions. Conceptual Master
Plan to cost $200,000. Great Lawn is larger than Main Street Garden. Requires abandonment of Wood
Street.
3. Pacific Plaza – Entire site owned by PDD. Schematic design and design development to cost $550,000
and be completed in late 2016. Project requires abandonment or temporary closure of Live Oak Street.
4. West End Plaza – .73 acre site not currently owned by City of Dallas however $4.6 M allocated for land
acquisition. PDD to pay for schematic development.
Builds on Existing Downtown Parks Include Main Street Garden, Belo Garden, Klyde Warren Park, Dealey
Plaza, and Pioneer Plaza/Cemetery
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MARKET OVERVIEW
SUBMARKET HIGHLIGHTS
Carpenter Park

Harwood Park

2201 MAIN

Existing Downtown Parks
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MARKET OVERVIEW
SUBMARKET HIGHLIGHTS
DALLAS ARTS DISTRICT
The Dallas Arts District is the largest urban cultural
district in the country, with 19 blocks covering 68
acres at the north end of downtown Dallas. A $354
million Arts District expansion was completed in
October 2009. Please see figure below detailing
the Arts District and its new venues. City
Performance Hall is currently under construction
and scheduled to be completed in 2012.
SIGNATURE PARKS
The CBD is home to a new park, Main Street Garden, which opened in November 2009. The following four
urban parks are scheduled to open between Fall 2011 and Spring 2012: The Park (Woodall Rodgers Deck
Park), Belo Garden, Gateway Forest Park and Pacific Plaza. The Park (Woodall Rodgers Deck Park) will
bridge a major highway to connect downtown with the Uptown neighborhood. These urban parks will create
green, open spaces downtown and connect neighborhoods.
OMNI DALLAS CONVENTION HOTEL
Construction began in Fall 2009 on the Omni Dallas Convention Center Hotel. The almost $500 million
project is a major anchor in the City’s plan to revitalize downtown and connects via sky bridge to the 2.1
million square foot Dallas Convention Center. The 1,000 room hotel with 80,000+ square feet of meeting
space is scheduled to open in early 2012.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
SUBMARKET HIGHLIGHTS
INFRASTRUCTURE
A second downtown light rail alignment and a modern streetcar system are planned to improve mobility
within downtown and open up new development opportunities.
The CBD is on a electric network 2-way system that automatically switches if a power failure occurs.
The grid also has multiple substations and is considered very stable providing dual feed power to most of
downtown.
Forbes ranked Dallas in its top 20 most wired cities list for 2008. Dallas has the sixth highest rate of
broadband penetration in the nation.

NOTICE & DISCLAIMER: The enclosed information is from sources believed to be reliable, but Younger Partners, LLC. has not verified the accuracy of the information. Younger Partners,
LLC. makes no guarantee, warranty or representation as to the information, and assumes no responsibility for any error, omission or inaccuracy. The information is subject to the possibility
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MARKET OVERVIEW
SUBMARKET HIGHLIGHTS
REDEVELOPMENT
The Central Business District (CBD) is the heart of the city and the entire Dallas- Fort Worth area. It is an
established business district with abundant Class A office buildings and an increasing number of residential
and retail options. Since 2000, the downtown population has grown from 200 residents to over 7,000.
The CBD is surrounded by diverse neighborhoods that provide multiple in-town residential options including
West End, Main Street, Arts District, Reunion, and Farmers Market.

Type
Households
Family Households
Median Household Income
Average Household Size
Average Family Size
Bachelor’s Degree or Higher
Graduate or Professional Degree
Foreign Born
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Downtown
5,207
992
$73,920
1.5
2.2
60.0%
25.5%
16.0%

Dallas
463,719
264,389
$41,254
2.63
3.56
29.6%
11%
24.2%

NOTICE & DISCLAIMER: The enclosed information is from sources believed to be reliable, but Younger Partners, LLC. has not verified the accuracy of the information. Younger Partners,
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MARKET OVERVIEW
SUBMARKET HIGHLIGHTS
The CBD provides superior accessibility to any other DFW location. It is the hub of the DART Light Rail
network, at the convergence of I-30, I-35E and I-45, and has close proximity to both Dallas Love Field and
DFW International Airport.
Over $165 million in capital investment was approved in the City’s 2006 Bond Program, and another $220
million was approved in the 2012 Bond Program. These infrastructure investments will improve flood control
and streets in the CBD.
DFW NATIONAL OFFICE AND ECONOMIC LEADER
The Metroplex, as the Dallas/Fort Worth area is referred to locally, and Texas office markets are seeing
continuous improvement as population and job growth drive leasing and expansion. In 2014, Dallas/Fort
Worth (DFW) ranked first in both percentage growth (3.5%) and absolute growth with 109,900 new jobs.
From 2014 to 2019, the Metroplex is expected to rank first in both population and job growth, according
to Moody’s Economy.com. During this period, Dallas/Fort Worth is forecasted to create approximately
438,100 new jobs while adding 756,200 new residents.
DFW’s strong economic fundamentals have bolstered the DFW office market illustrated by its status as
the number one metro nationally in absorption over the last seven quarters with 12.1 million square feet.
Moreover, the DFW Class A office market ranks as the top metro nationally in absorption for 2015 YTD
with over 3.8 million square feet. DFW’s national leading office market, reinforced by strong economic
fundamentals, creates an attractive environment for investors looking to capitalize on DFW’s continued
growth.

NOTICE & DISCLAIMER: The enclosed information is from sources believed to be reliable, but Younger Partners, LLC. has not verified the accuracy of the information. Younger Partners,
LLC. makes no guarantee, warranty or representation as to the information, and assumes no responsibility for any error, omission or inaccuracy. The information is subject to the possibility
of errors, omissions, changes of condition, including price or rental, or withdrawal without notice. Any projections, assumptions or estimates are for illustrative purposes only. Recipients
should conduct their own investigation.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
SUBMARKET HIGHLIGHTS
DALLAS CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT
Dallas’ downtown, with its distinctive skyscrapers, serves as the physical and visual center of the city and
the entire Dallas-Fort Worth area. Downtown is home to many companies, headquarters operations and
government facilities. The CBD has become a legal, insurance and financial center. Downtown continues
to grow as a mixed-use hub including office developments and an increasing number of residential and retail
opportunities. With close proximity to both Dallas Love Field and DFW International Airport, the CBD is
also accessible by train, light rail, bus and car.
With an initiative to focus on downtown, the City of Dallas committed to invest over $350 million in private
downtown projects partnering to secure an additional $1.4 billion in private investment over the last ten
years, which has infused the CBD with new life.
As downtown continues to evolve, the need for amenities such as retail, parks and recreational opportunities
arise. To address these needs, the City of Dallas committed a capital investment of over $165 million from
the 2006 Bond Program. Downtown is bustling with the development of several new parks, retail options
and restaurants.
VALUE TO THE BUSINESS CORE
The primary function as an office and job center will continue to expand. Downtown is the location for the
headquarters operations of AT&T, Belo, Blockbuster, Comerica Bank, Corgan Associates, Hunt Oil, Neiman
Marcus, Oncor, Tenet Healthcare and 7-Eleven, just to name a few. Over 110,000 employees work within a
one-mile radius of the CBD. Companies and employees continue to choose downtown, taking advantage of
the urban environment, superior accessibility and amenities.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
SUBMARKET HIGHLIGHTS
VALUE TO THE RESIDENTIAL CORE
Downtown has gone from virtually no residential development in the mid-1990s to over 4,700 new units
and 6,500+ new residents today. There are over 200 units currently under-construction in the CBD with
several new residential projects under consideration.
VALUE TO THE RETAIL CORE
With a large daytime population and continuing residential growth, downtown has a diverse range of retail
and entertainment. Fast food, excellent restaurants, groceries, and life music can all be found here. Current
major retailers in the CBD include the flagship Neiman Marcus, Jos. A. Bank Clothiers, CVS Pharmacy,
AT&T and 7-Eleven.

NOTICE & DISCLAIMER: The enclosed information is from sources believed to be reliable, but Younger Partners, LLC. has not verified the accuracy of the information. Younger Partners,
LLC. makes no guarantee, warranty or representation as to the information, and assumes no responsibility for any error, omission or inaccuracy. The information is subject to the possibility
of errors, omissions, changes of condition, including price or rental, or withdrawal without notice. Any projections, assumptions or estimates are for illustrative purposes only. Recipients
should conduct their own investigation.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
SUBMARKET HIGHLIGHTS
DOWNTOWN DALLAS REDEVELOPMENTS
1600 Pacific: After languishing
for a number of years, the 32-story former LTV Building, which also fronts
2201 MAIN
Elm Street, will soon become a mixed-use complex with 186 residential units and a 171-room Hilton Garden
Inn Hotel. Built in 1964, the nearly 500,000-square-foot building was acquired in April by New Orleansbased HRI Properties, which is giving it an $80 million renovation. Residents will have access to the 206
self-park spaces in the building on floors 2 through 4; the hotel will use the 150 valet parking spaces in the
building’s basement. Construction is expected to wrap up by the third quarter of 2015.
1700 Pacific: A block away, Olymbec Group of Canada has just acquired the 49- story, 1.3 million-squarefoot 1700 Pacific building. Property upgrades reportedly are planned, although specifics were not available
by press time.
Alto 211: Built in the late 1950s by Dallas developer Leo Corrigan, this 18-story aquamarine tower at 211
North Ervay is finally getting some love. It has a new owner—Alterra International Holdings—and its first
new tenants in nearly 20 years (Tech Wildcatters, Health Wildcatters, and Linking the World). Alterra has
made a number of significant upgrades and has even more in the works.
Bank of America Plaza: On the west side of the core, Bank of America Plaza is getting a major overhaul
courtesy of its owner, Chicago-based Metropolis Investment Holdings Inc. The 1.8 million-square-foot,
72-story tower (the tallest in Dallas) sits at 901 Main Street. A new exterior lighting system was introduced
earlier this year, with more than 2 miles of LED lights installed. At the building’s base, a large outdoor
sculpture was removed, making way for a new valet entrance off Main Street. Ongoing work includes an
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MARKET OVERVIEW
SUBMARKET HIGHLIGHTS
outdoor gateway to Belo Garden and improvements to the lobby, building entrances, and elevator cabs. All
told, renovations are expected to cost about $15 million and wrap up by October.
The Olympic: The largest redevelopment underway in the core is the former First National Bank Building at
1401 Elm Street. It’s a joint venture between BDRC and Olympic Property Partners, which acquired the 1.5
million-square- foot property in February. The $170 million conversion will transform the historic 52-story
skyscraper into a mixed-use complex that takes up an entire city block, bounded by Elm, Field, Pacific, and
Akard streets. When complete, The Olympic will include 500 luxury apartments, 70,000 square feet of
retail space, 100,000 square feet of office space, 950 parking spots, a ninth-floor terrace with an infinity
pool, and an observation deck on the 50th floor. The owners are targeting a 2016 reopening.
Fountain Place: Just north of the core on Ross Avenue and North Field Street is Fountain Place, one
of the most recognizable buildings in Dallas. The 58-story tower, designed by I.M. Pei, was acquired in
June by Goddard Investment Group. The new owner is planning to make a number of improvements to
Fountain Place, including a new parking garage and upgrades to the lobby, elevators, exterior fountains, and
landscaping.
KPMG Centre: Since acquiring this 34-story tower at 717 North Harwood Street in March, World Class
Capital Group of Austin has already won two big relocations from California companies: Omnitracs and
Active Network LLC. Combined, the deals will bring about 1,450 new jobs to the downtown core. The leases
are expected to spark significant renovations to the 844,000-square- foot building, which was built in 1980.
KPMG Centre also likely will be getting a new name, as its lead tenant has signed a deal to move to the Arts
District when Craig Hall’s new tower opens in early 2015.
NOTICE & DISCLAIMER: The enclosed information is from sources believed to be reliable, but Younger Partners, LLC. has not verified the accuracy of the information. Younger Partners,
LLC. makes no guarantee, warranty or representation as to the information, and assumes no responsibility for any error, omission or inaccuracy. The information is subject to the possibility
of errors, omissions, changes of condition, including price or rental, or withdrawal without notice. Any projections, assumptions or estimates are for illustrative purposes only. Recipients
should conduct their own investigation.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
SUBMARKET HIGHLIGHTS
DOWNTOWN DALLAS REDEVELOPMENTS
Mid Elm Lofts: Last fall, Brytar Cos., in partnership with RREAF Holdings LLC, announced plans to convert
three historic properties at 1516, 1514, and 1512 Elm Street into live-work-play loft units. The buildings,
which total 55,000 square feet, are all more than 100 years old.
One Dallas Center: Todd Interests and partners have wrapped up work on phase I of their renovation of One
Dallas Center at 350 North St. Paul Street, a project that had HKS Inc. joining Greyhound as lead tenants
in the building. Now work has begun on phase II, a renovation that will transform floors 15 to 30 of the
I.M. Pei-designed tower to 276 luxury apartments and 13,000 square feet of amenity space. The residences
are expected to be ready for occupancy this September.
One Main Place: Built in the late 1960s, this 1 million-square-foot fortress got a savior when KFK Group of
New Orleans bought the half-empty building this past spring. The 32-story project takes up a full city block,
bounded by Main, Field, Elm, and Griffin streets. KFK Group has yet to announce specific plans for its new
buy, but brokers speculate that the company will redevelop the top floors into residential or hotel space. One
Main Place also includes 65,000 square feet of retail space and a 20,000-square-foot recessed plaza that
connects to Dallas’ underground pedestrian tunnel system.
Statler Hilton: Centurion American Development Group purchased this historic property at 1914
Commerce Street in May, after winning $46.5 million in TIF financing from the city of Dallas. Mehrdad
Moayedi, Centurion’s president, said plans for the $175 million renovation include apartments, a flagship
hotel, restaurants, office space, and a movie theater.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
SUBMARKET HIGHLIGHTS
Thanksgiving Tower: This 1.4 million-square-foot, 50-story icon at 1601 Elm Street was acquired last
summer by Woods Capital, led by Jonas Woods. In short order, the building won a huge lease from Santander
Consumer USA, which now occupies 14 full floors in Thanksgiving Tower. A $100 million renovation is in the
works—one that will add 16,000 square feet of ground- floor retail space. Woods selected Gensler and New
York architect James Carpenter to oversee the redesign. In an interview with D CEO earlier this year, he
said his goal is to have most of the work done this year.
Tower Petroleum, Corrigan Tower: In the summer of 2012, Kirtland Realty Group announced plans to
renovate these adjacent buildings at 1907 Elm Street and 1900 Pacific Avenue into residential towers—a
$45 million redevelopment project. Now, according to Downtown Dallas Inc., the latest plans call for a hotel
use instead. The Art Deco Tower Petroleum was built in the early 1930s. Developer Leo Corrigan acquired
the building and added Corrigan Tower in the early 1950s.
Downtown Dallas

NOTICE & DISCLAIMER: The enclosed information is from sources believed to be reliable, but Younger Partners, LLC. has not verified the accuracy of the information. Younger Partners,
LLC. makes no guarantee, warranty or representation as to the information, and assumes no responsibility for any error, omission or inaccuracy. The information is subject to the possibility
of errors, omissions, changes of condition, including price or rental, or withdrawal without notice. Any projections, assumptions or estimates are for illustrative purposes only. Recipients
should conduct their own investigation.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
SUBMARKET HIGHLIGHTS
STRATEGICALLY LOCATED
2201 Main is strategically located in Downtown Dallas which is experiencing a recent living and office
resurgence with a new incoming and existing workforce.
Downtown Dallas/Employment: From a resurgence of corporate relocations to residential, hotel and
commercial development projects, CEOs, developers and small business owners are all finding value in
having an address Downtown.
In fact, in May of 2012, Chief Executive’s annual survey of CEOs ranked Texas as the best place to do
business. With high scores in living environment, quality of workforce, and tax and regulatory environment,
as well as proximity to important assets like DFW Airport, Love Field and the Inland Port, Downtown Dallas
is considered an epicenter of domestic and international investment activity.
135,000 employees in the Central Business District (CBD)
7,800 residents in the CBD
38,000 residents in Downtown Dallas
Over 315 restaurants and bars in Downtown Dallas
Over 170 shops in Downtown Dallas
Arts District: In addition to the recently built Klyde Warren Park, the Dallas City Performance Hall, and the
Perot museum, there are several new Arts District developments including:
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MARKET OVERVIEW
SUBMARKET HIGHLIGHTS
Lincoln Property is building a 23-story office tower at the corner of Woodall Rogers Freeway and Pearl
Street.

2201 MAIN

The Atelier/Flora Lofts is one of a handful of high-rise residential buildings on the way in the area around
Klyde Warren Park. It will have 370 luxury apartments, 39 artists lofts and about 12,000 square feet of
ground-floor retail space on the one-acre site between the Nasher Sculpture Center and the Meyerson
Symphony Center.
Trammell Crow Co. and MetLife have announced a 32-story residential tower to be constructed as part of
their Park District project at Klyde Warren Park and Pearl Street.
StreetLights Residential is building a 23-story apartment tower about three blocks away near Maple and
McKinney avenues.
Atlanta-based developer Novare Group just opened a 24-story rental residential tower on Woodall Rogers
Freeway just west of the park.
At least three apartment towers are also being considered in the 75-acre Victory Park project on the
northwest corner of downtown.

NOTICE & DISCLAIMER: The enclosed information is from sources believed to be reliable, but Younger Partners, LLC. has not verified the accuracy of the information. Younger Partners,
LLC. makes no guarantee, warranty or representation as to the information, and assumes no responsibility for any error, omission or inaccuracy. The information is subject to the possibility
of errors, omissions, changes of condition, including price or rental, or withdrawal without notice. Any projections, assumptions or estimates are for illustrative purposes only. Recipients
should conduct their own investigation.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
SUBMARKET HIGHLIGHTS
STRATEGICALLY LOCATED
Deep Ellum Resurgence: There are several mixed-use residential, retail, multi- family, medical office, and
retail development opportunities available for investors in the historic Deep Ellum neighborhood. New
developments by StreetLights Residential include The Epic, a massive development of 250,000 square
feet (and 15 stories’ worth) of office and retail space next door to a restaurant and lounge in the early 1900’s
Union Bankers Building. Also, The Case Building, a 17-story, 337-unit high-rise apartment tower which will
reflect Deep Ellum and it’s growing community.
Farmers Market Redevelopment: Construction for the project began the first quarter of 2014. The
$64.3-million makeover will include 350 residential units, 30,000 SF of retail/restaurants lease space, and
a single shed filled with locally farmed produce in a pedestrian-oriented setting.
DFW Area: Home to 18 Fortune 500 companies including Exxon Mobil, AT&T, Texas Instruments, and
others. Dallas/Fort Worth is ranked fifth among metropolitan areas for Fortune 500 companies.
Airports: Downtown Dallas is conveniently located 9.6 miles or 16 minutes away from Dallas Love Field and
23.7 miles or 27 minutes from Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport – making travel across the world
easily accessible.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
NEIGHBORHOOD ECONOMIC DRIVERS
Downtown Dallas: has a workforce of more than 135,000 workers, three Fortune 500 headquarters, and
more than 2,500 businesses.
Dallas Design District: situated on 54 acres, the Dallas Design District contains more than 80 show rooms
and millions of square feet of industrial space, just four and a half miles away from the Property.
Dallas Medical District: currently has more than $2.5 billion worth of developments underway and
considered to be the largest hospital construction project in the US, with a workforce of more than 30,000
people – just under four miles away.
Trinity Groves: a 60-acre redevelopment of new restaurant, retail, and entertainment destinations three
and a half miles from 2201 Main.
The Crescent: located on over 20 acres of land in the heart of Uptown, the Crescent contains over 1.1
million square feet of office space, the world-class 220 room Rosewood Crescent Hotel, and some of the
finest luxury shops and dining options in the city — just over one mile from the Property.
Victory Park: a 75-acre development sits one mile from the Property and includes the 20,000 seat
American Airlines Center, home of the NBA’s Dallas Mavericks and NHL’s Dallas Stars, as well as the
Victory W Hotel, the Class AA One Victory Park office tower, condominium units, retail, and numerous
restaurants including the House of Blues.

NOTICE & DISCLAIMER: The enclosed information is from sources believed to be reliable, but Younger Partners, LLC. has not verified the accuracy of the information. Younger Partners,
LLC. makes no guarantee, warranty or representation as to the information, and assumes no responsibility for any error, omission or inaccuracy. The information is subject to the possibility
of errors, omissions, changes of condition, including price or rental, or withdrawal without notice. Any projections, assumptions or estimates are for illustrative purposes only. Recipients
should conduct their own investigation.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
NEIGHBORHOOD ECONOMIC DRIVERS
Klyde Warren Park: the $110 million Klyde Warren Park is built on a 5.2 acres deck that covers Woodall
Rodgers Freeway and connects Uptown to Downtown Dallas. The Park contributes to a more walkable
city center and offers a performance pavilion, restaurant, dog park, walking trails, and serves as a central
gathering space for Dallas, less than one mile from the Property.
State Thomas: just over a mile from the Site, the historic, 30- acre district includes the highest
concentration of multifamily development in Uptown containing over 8,000 residential units as well as
premiere townhome developments and unique dining and shopping establishments.
Uptown Dallas: home to the city’s strongest office, retail, and hospitality markets, just 1 mile away from
2201 Main.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
RECENT RENT COMPARABLES

PROPER
TY

ADDRE
SS

ASKING
RENT

OCCUPAN
CY

SQUARE
FOOTAGE

YEAR
BUILT

1

Energy
Plaza

1601 Bryan
Street

$15.5
1

92
%

1,027,365
SF

198
4

2

Hartford
Building

400 N Saint Paul
Street

$13.2
4

75
%

175,000
SF

195
9

3

Pacific
Place

1910 Pacific
Avenue

$14.4
0

60
%

314,153
SF

198
2

4

Adolphus
Tower

1412 Main
Street

$13.5
9

70
%

181,830
SF

195
4

5

Oilwell Supply
Building

2001 N Lamar
Street

$16.9
8

60
%

65,000
SF

192
3

6

Bryan
Tower

2001 Bryan
Street

$22.4
2

75
%

1,064,210
SF

197
3

7

717 N
Harwood

717 N Harwood
Street

$22.6
5

73
%

827,704
SF

198
0
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MARKET OVERVIEW

€

RECENT RENT COMPARABLES
OKLAHOMA CITY 207 MILES

1

2201 MAIN
1

ENERGY PLAZA

2

HARTFORD BUILDING

3

PACIFIC PLACE

4

ADOLPHUS TOWER

5

OILWELL SUPPLY BUILDING

6

BRYAN TOWER

7

717 N HARWOOD

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

6
2

5

1
3

2201 MAIN

8
4
6

FORT WORTH 32.4 MILES

€

€
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AUSTIN 195 MILES

NOTICE & DISCLAIMER: The enclosed information is from sources believed to be reliable, but Younger Partners, LLC. has not verified the accuracy of the information. Younger Partners,
LLC. makes no guarantee, warranty or representation as to the information, and assumes no responsibility for any error, omission or inaccuracy. The information is subject to the possibility
of errors, omissions, changes of condition, including price or rental, or withdrawal without notice. Any projections, assumptions or estimates are for illustrative purposes only. Recipients
should conduct their own investigation.

MARKET OVERVIEW
DEMOGRAPHICS
1 MILE

3 MILE

5 MILE

2015 Population

15,669

159,999

331,632

2020 Population

17,056

171,966

375,965

Population Growth 2015-2020

8.85%

7.48%

6.92%

Average Age

35.20

35.20

35.20

2015 Households

9,274

71,814

143,091

HH Growth 2015-2020

Population

Households

9.09%

7.81%

7.14%

Average Household Size

1.50

2.00

2.30

2015 Average HH Vehicles

1.00

1.00

1.00

$265,812

$218,925

$224,471

2001

1975

1965

$265,812

$218,925

$224,471

2001

1975

1965

Average Household Income

$85,162

$74,713

$80,145

Medium Household Income

$67,248

$48,421

$47,632

6,965

17,693

28,177

Total Number of Employees

114,400

230,169

354,470

2015 Consumer Spending

$224,508

$1,679,350

$3,627,269

Projected 2020 Consumer Spending

$250,659

$1,853,314

$3,983,169

Median Home Value
Median Year Built

Housing
Median Home Value
Median Year Built

Income

Consumer Spending
Total Businesses

NOTICE & DISCLAIMER: The enclosed information is from sources believed to be reliable, but Younger Partners, LLC. has not verified the accuracy of the information. Younger Partners,
LLC. makes no guarantee, warranty or representation as to the information, and assumes no responsibility for any error, omission or inaccuracy. The information is subject to the possibility
of errors, omissions, changes of condition, including price or rental, or withdrawal without notice. Any projections, assumptions or estimates are for illustrative purposes only. Recipients
should conduct their own investigation.
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FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
CASH FLOW ANALYSIS
Year 1/ACQ

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

$$$

$$$

$$$

$$$

$$$

REVENUE
Rental Revenue
Vacancy

1,558,509
420,797

2,207,520
662,256

2,273,746
568,436

2,341,958
468,392

2,412,217
361,833

Concessions
Total Rental Income

15,585
1,122,127

12,468
1,532,796

22,737
1,682,572

18,948
1,854,618

15,790
2,034,594

Signage
Parking Income
Tenant Reimbursements
EFFECTIVE GROSS INCOME

0
103,018
0
1,225,144

3,000
106,108
72,112
1,641,904

3,000
109,291
82,782
1,794,863

3,000
112,570
94,188
1,970,189

3,000
115,947
106,329
2,153,542

37,200
49,404
84,000
13,452
84,000
144,000
277,200
56,748
746,004

37,944
50,392
85,680
13,721
85,680
146,880
282,744
57,883
760,924

38,703
51,400
87,394
13,995
87,394
149,818
288,399
59,041
776,143

39,477
52,428
89,141
14,275
89,141
152,814
294,167
60,221
791,665

40,266
53,476
90,924
14,561
90,924
155,870
300,050
61,426
807,499

30,629
384,864
8,196
29,352
1,199,045

41,048
392,561
8,360
29,939
1,232,832

44,872
294,336
8,527
30,538
1,154,415

49,255
300,223
8,698
31,149
1,180,989

53,839
306,227
8,872
31,772
1,208,208

26,100

409,072

640,448

789,200

945,334

Reserves
Commissions
Tenant Improvements
Building Improvements*

-22,075
-51,509
-29,434
-277,506

-34,473
-110,376
-95,659
-177,506

-34,473
-147,168
-110,376
-181,056

-34,473
-110,376
-88,301
-184,677

-34,473
-112,584
-55,188
-188,371

Net Cash Flow

-354,424

-8,942

167,375

371,372

554,718

Building Improvements*
Fitness Center
Minor Uprades/TLC
Total Building Improvements

-100,000
-177,506
-277,506

EXPENSES
Administrative/General
Admin Payroll
Cleaning
Dayporter/Payroll
Engineer/Payroll
Repairs/Maintenance
Utilities
Security
Total Variable Expenses
Management Fee
Real Estate Taxes
Professional Fee
Property Insurance
TOTAL OPERATING
EXPENSES
NET OPERATING INCOME
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ADVISORY OVERVIEW
UNDERWRITING NOTES
REVENUE
Rental Revenue: Rental Revenue for YR 1 is the current effective rent, $10.59/SF, based on current rent
roll. YR 2 Rental Revenue is projected based on rents at $15.00/SF. YR 3 Rental Revenue is projected
2201 MAIN
based on rents at $18.00/SF,
market rent for this Class B submarket. YR 4-5 Rental Revenue is projected
at a 3% annual increase.
Vacancy: Vacancy for YR 1 is based upon the current rent roll with vacancy at 27%. YR 2 Vacancy is
projected to increase to 35% due to the increase in market rent and turning the month-to-month leases to
market, long-term leases. YR 3 Vacancy is projected at 30% due to the increase of quality tenants. YR 4-5
is stabilized at 20%-25% vacancy, comparable to this submarket’s vacancy.
Concessions: Concessions are based upon current market comparables.
Signage: There is no current signage revenue. The (2) signs on the property are displaying the owner’s
company. YR 2-5 is projected additional revenue based upon current market comparables.
Parking Income: Parking Income is based upon current operations and projected revenue.
CAM (Common Area Maintenance): The current owner is not requiring the current tenants to reimburse
for CAM expenses. YR 2-5 CAM income is projected based upon current market comparables and
projected new leases.
Tenant Reimbursements: The current owner is not requiring the tenants to reimburse for any utility costs.
YR 2-5 Tenant Reimbursement income is based upon projected vacancy, new and in-place leases.
NOTICE & DISCLAIMER: The enclosed information is from sources believed to be reliable, but Younger Partners, LLC. has not verified the accuracy of the information. Younger Partners,
LLC. makes no guarantee, warranty or representation as to the information, and assumes no responsibility for any error, omission or inaccuracy. The information is subject to the possibility
of errors, omissions, changes of condition, including price or rental, or withdrawal without notice. Any projections, assumptions or estimates are for illustrative purposes only. Recipients
should conduct their own investigation.
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ADVISORY OVERVIEW
UNDERWRITING NOTES
EXPENSES
Variable Expenses: Total Variable Expenses were based upon current property operations and data of
comparable properties.

2201 MAIN

Management Fee: YR 1 Management Fee is based upon current operations at 2.5%. YR 2-5 is based upon
new professional management at 3.5%.
Real Estate Taxes: Real Estate Taxes are based upon 90% of a $12,000,000 sales price multiplied by the
City of Dallas’ mill rate, 2.74%.
Property Insurance: Property Insurance is based upon current operations and data. Reserves: Reserves are
based upon data of comparable properties.
Commissions: Commissions are based upon the level of leasing activity.
Tenant Improvements: Tenant Improvements are based upon current operations and projections are based
upon data of comparable properties and leasing activity.
Building Improvements: Building Improvements in YR 1 are based upon a new work facility, common area
upgrades, and other annual needed capital improvements. Projections are based upon data of comparable
properties.
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INFORMATION ABOUT BROKERAGE SERVICES

Texas law requires all real estate licensees to give the following information about brokerage services to prospective buyers, tenants, sellers and landlords.

APPROVED BY THE TEXAS REAL ESTATE COMMISSION FOR VOLUNTARY USE
Before working with a real estate broker, you should know that the duties of a
broker depend on whom the broker represents. If you are a prospective seller or
landlord (owner) or a prospective buyer or tenant (buyer), you should know that
the broker who lists the property for sale or lease is the owner’s agent. A broker
who acts as a subagent represents the owner in cooperation with the listing
broker. A broker who acts as a buyer’s agent represents the buyer. A broker may
act as an intermediary between the parties if the parties consent in writing. A
broker can assist you in locating a property, preparing a contract or lease, or
obtaining financing without representing you. A broker is obligated by law to
treat you honestly.
IF THE BROKER REPRESENTS THE OWNER:
The broker becomes the owner’s agent by entering into an agreement with the
owner, usually through a written - listing agreement, or by agreeing to act as a
subagent by accepting an offer of subagency from the listing broker. A subagent
may work in a different real estate office. A listing broker or subagent can assist
the buyer but does not represent the buyer and must place the interests of the
owner first. The buyer should not tell the owner’s agent anything the buyer would
not want the owner to know because an owner’s agent must disclose to the
owner any material information known to the agent.
IF THE BROKER REPRESENTS THE BUYER:
The broker becomes the buyer’s agent by entering into an agreement to
represent the buyer, usually through a written buyer representation agreement. A
buyer’s agent can assist the owner but does not represent the owner and must
place the interests of the buyer first. The owner should not tell a buyer’s agent
anything the owner would not want the buyer to know because a buyer’s agent
must disclose to the buyer any material information known to the agent.
IF THE BROKER ACTS AS AN INTERMEDIARY:
A broker may act as an intermediary between the parties if the broker complies
with The Texas Real Estate License Act. The broker must obtain the written consent
of each party to the transaction to act as an intermediary. The written consent

must state who will pay the broker and, in conspicuous bold or underlined print,
set forth the broker’s obligations as an intermediary. The broker is required to treat
each party honestly and fairly and to comply with The Texas Real Estate License
Act. A broker who acts as an intermediary in a transaction:
(1) shall treat all parties honestly;
(2) may not disclose that the owner will accept a price less that the asking
price unless authorized in writing to do so by the owner;
(3) may not disclose that the buyer will pay a price greater than the price
submitted in a written offer unless authorized in writing to do so by the buyer;
and
(4) may not disclose any confidential information or any information that a
party specifically instructs the broker in writing not to disclose unless
authorized in writing to disclose the information or required to do so by The
Texas Real Estate License Act or a court order or if the information materially
relates to the condition of the property.

With the parties’ consent, a broker acting as an intermediary between the parties
may appoint a person who is licensed under The Texas Real Estate License Act
and associated with the broker to communicate with and carry out instructions of
one party and another person who is licensed under that Act and associated with
the broker to communicate with and carry out instructions of the other party.
If you choose to have a broker represent you, you should enter into a written
agreement with the broker that clearly establishes the broker’s obligations and
your obligations. The agreement should state how and by whom the broker will
be paid. You have the right to choose the type of representation, if any, you wish
to receive. Your payment of a fee to a broker does not necessarily establish that
the broker represents you. If you have any questions regarding the duties and
responsibilities of the broker, you should resolve those questions before
proceeding.

Real estate licensee asks that you acknowledge receipt of this information about brokerage services for the licensee’s records.

Buyer, Seller, Landlord or Tenant

Date

Texas Real Estate Brokers and Salespersons are licensed and regulated by the Texas Real Estate Commission (TREC). If you have a question or complaint regarding a real estate licensee, you should
contact TREC at P.O. Box 12188, Austin, Texas 78711-2188 , 512-936-3000 (http://www.trec.texas.gov)

TREC No. OP-K • TAR 2501

NOTICE & DISCLAIMER: The enclosed information is from sources believed to be reliable, but Younger Partners, LLC. has not verified the accuracy of the information. Younger Partners,
LLC. makes no guarantee, warranty or representation as to the information, and assumes no responsibility for any error, omission or inaccuracy. The information is subject to the possibility
of errors, omissions, changes of condition, including price or rental, or withdrawal without notice. Any projections, assumptions or estimates are for illustrative purposes only. Recipients
should conduct their own investigation.
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Salazar
Centre
2201 Main Street, Dallas, TX 75201
Offering Memorandum

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
LEW WOOD
214.238.8006 | lew.wood@youngerpartners.com
BOB HELTERBRAN
214.294.4418 | bob.helterbran@youngerpartners.com
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COLE BRADFORD
214.294.4408
| cole.bradford@youngerpartners.com
NOTICE & DISCLAIMER: The enclosed
information is from sources
believed to be reliable, but Younger Partners, LLC. has not verified the accuracy of the information. Younger Partners,
LLC. makes no guarantee, warranty or representation as to the information, and assumes no responsibility for any error, omission or inaccuracy. The information is subject to the possibility
of errors, omissions, changes of condition, including price or rental, or withdrawal without notice. Any projections, assumptions or estimates are for illustrative purposes only. Recipients
should conduct their own investigation.

